AUTOMATIC MULTI-CURRENCY VERIFIER

USER MANUAL
Thank you for using Multi-currency Verifier. On the basis of variety of banknote detection and denomination recognition technologies, the device can discriminate designated currencies of different countries and regions automatically, extract any kind of denominations, new or old and different issues.

This user’s guide has been compiled to provide complete instructions for operating the machine. Before starting, please read the manual thoroughly to familiarise yourself with all functions and operation of the machine.
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1. Appearance
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2. Safety Precaution

1) Installing

Avoid installing the device at the below places:

a. Dirty Places
b. Direct exposure to bright sunlight
c. The place near the water, oil or rain sources
d. The place near the iron or electric field

2) Avoid any metal object or liquid from getting into the device.

If the above mentioned objects gets into the device, please turn off the device and plug the power cord, and then call the local technical service center.

3) Never operate the device with wet hands.

Operate the device with wet hands may cause the damage to the device, or get an electric shock.
(4) Never use the device if the power cord is damaged or loose. If the power cord is damaged, it could cause an electric shock or fire.

(5) Power
Make sure the power outlet is properly connected before operation. Do not connect the power outlet to the device. The device may be damaged.

3. Operation
(1) Power up
Connect the device to the power outlet using the supplied power cord. Turn on the power switch, the device will perform self-check for 5 seconds. The device will enter the working status when normal.

(2) Banknote
a. Press the banknote with the side as per the diagram specified on the device, and keep the note the edge close to the left side of the input tray.

(3) Self-check message

4. Button Function
(1) "C": Clear and reset
a. Clear the data of denomination and total amount of current displaying currency by pressing "C" button.

(2) "D": Display important currency selected
a. Press this key to view the total information of current currency denomination. The total information of each denomination will be displayed in turn by pressing the button repeatedly.

b. Hold pressing the "D" button for 1 second, the device will show "L" and the current displaying currency will switch to another currency according to the default setting.
5. Detection message

When a barcode is recognized as suspicious, the detection message bar will flash, the data will not be recorded in both the "Value" display area and "Picture" display area.

1. Suspicious barcode of illustration
2. Suspicious barcode of TV spectrum
3. Suspicious barcode of UV spectrum
4. Suspicious barcode of infrared mark

5. Viewing position of the input tray

6. Specifications

Compliance standard: USB, E/P, JPEG, JPG, JPG, PDF, PDF, PNG, XIF, INK, and other formats are sure to meet the customer's requirements.


Barcode positioning: lengthwise, as per the diagram specified on the device, the edge should be closed to the left side of the input tray.

Working voltage: 120V, 50Hz
Display: LCD, graphical, backlit lighting
Power supply: AC 100V~240V, 40~60Hz
Power consumption: <180mA
Operating temperature: +10°C ~ -35°C
Dimensions: 400 x 220 x 72mm
Net weight: 0.5kg

7. Complete Set

The delivery set includes:

- Device: 1 Piece
- AC adapter: 1 Piece
- User Manual: 1 Piece
- Package: 1 Set

8. Transportation and Storage

The device should be packed when stored and transported. Avoid shocks and drops.

Transportation and storage should meet the requirements of the national standard.

Storage environment should be +5°C ~ +35°C, humidity range is less than 85% relative humidity at 40°C.